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Yamazaki, K. 
The helical confinement system has a great advantage 
of sustaining current-dismption-free steady-state fusion 
plasmas by external magnetic field. In this 3-dimensional 
(3-D) helical configuration, the magnetic helical ripple 
might enhance the plasma transport loss. 
For understanding fusion plasma dynamics of helical 
reactors, the analysis on the radial profile distribution is 
important, and the 3-D equilibrium and 1-0 transport should 
be coupled for reactor predictive simulation. Especially, 
neoclassical and anomalous transports, beta and density 
limits, neo-classical radial electric field and magnetic 
multi-helicity effects are ,crucial in the prediction of ignited 
helical reactor plasmas. 
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Fig. I Time evolution of LHR reactor. 
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Fig.2 Radial profiles of ignited LHR plasma 
at t=200s (steady-state). 
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We analyze equilibrium-transport properties usmg 
TOTAL (Toroidal Transport Analysis Linkage Code) 
simulation code with neoclassical transport including 
ambiploar electric field and multi-helicity magnetic field 
effects in addition to semi·empirical anomalous loss or drift 
turbulent loss models. The total transport coefficient is a 
summation of asymmetric ripple loss, symmetric 
neoclassical loss and anomalous loss: 
x = XripVT + %sym + .lema (I) 
where neoclassical thennalloss flux can be written as 
Here X ripVn %ripVT Z and E are non-orthogonal diffusivity , , ,r , 
orthogonal diffusivity, atomic charge number and radial 
electric field, respectively. Here we used the above X value 
(Eq.(I)) as a total diffusivity, instead of the effective value 
(X elf OC Q /(VT / T) ) used for experimental comparison. The 
simplified zero-dimensional global plasma prediction for 
neoclassical model is also carried out. 
The summary and conclusions of this study[l] are as 
follows: 
(I) The reactor plasma of the Standard LHD-type Reactor 
(LHR-S) is projected using zero-dimensional (0-0) 
analysis with profile correction and 2.0-0 (1-0 
transport / 3-D equilibrium) analysis with neoclassical 
and anomalous loss models (Fig. I & 2). 
(2) Zero-dimensional analysis using global scaling 
including "New LHD Modified" confinement scaling 
laws clarifies the required major radius and magnetic 
field for DT ignition. 
(3) The 2.0-D analysis for LHR-S with 450 MW alpha 
particle power clarifies the feedback bum control 
behavior and radial profiles of ignited plasmas. 
(4) In the case of the low-beta inward-shifted configuration 
and no ion anomalous loss, the plasma can be ignited 
for R-15m (-4 times larger than LHD) and B-5T. 
(5) The high beta configuration leads to the increase of 
effective helical ripple in LHR-S, and the higher density 
and higher confinement improvement factor are 
required. 
(6) If we include the ion anomalous transport same as 
electron, the ignition becomes difficult and the thennal 
instability is excited due to the lower plasma 
temperature r_egime. 
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